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Focus on innovation for SUZOHAPP at the AGE show

SUZOHAPP extends a warm invitation to visit Stand #470 at the upcoming Australian Gaming Expo (AGE) that will take place between the 14th and 16th of August in Sydney. Visitors will have the opportunity to meet the Australian team and get the latest information on SUZOHAPP's extensive portfolio of solutions for the Gaming industry.

At this year's AGE, SUZOHAPP is excited to introduce new innovations to the Australian market. The Nanoptix advanced printing solutions will be proudly presented for the very first time, including the PayCheck NextGen, the PayCheck Terminal and the PayCheck 4. The brand new 27” Touchscreen Kiosk will also be in the spotlight. This solution offers an optional LED display and is fitted with a Nanoptix HSVL Advance Thermal Printer.

Further innovations include the DPS (Dynamic Panel System) featuring PKT technology which takes touchbutton technology to the next level, as well as the CashComplete™ SDS-35, the Smart Deposit System that secures cash and prevents shrinkage and counterfeits. A special focus will be put on the range of VisionPro LCD slot machine screens which are available for most EGM models and in a range of sizes.

Visitors looking for the latest technology in coin and banknote counting-sorting will enjoy seeing the SCAN COIN desktop solutions, including the SC-8220, the DTC-2, the SC-303 and the SC-360. Comestero Easy Pro and Twin Jolly Pro, the best-selling change machines, will also be presented at AGE.

SUZOHAPP is a global provider of high quality products for cash handling technology and, at AGE, manufacturers will learn more about the features and benefits of a rich selection of components. For coin-in, show attendees will see the Comestero RM5 electronic coin mechanism that offers excellent coin discrimination and market-leading anti-fraud technology. For coin-out, they will appreciate the advantages of a variety of hoppers. For banknote validation and recycling, the MFL banknote reader and the Bill-to-Bill 300™ recycler will be highlighted.

"The AGE is a perfect networking event, giving us the chance to show our innovative approach to the industry," explained Mr. Peter Noye, Vice President of Commercial & Strategy at SUZOHAPP APA. "Come visit us and discover how our solutions can support and improve your business.”
About SUZOHAPP

SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling automation and self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world. SUZOHAPP’s technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end markets, including retail, transportation, gaming, banking, vending and amusement. SUZOHAPP’s solutions include cash deposit, recycling, processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of self-service component technologies. The brands of SCAN COIN, Comestero, CashComplete™ and Coinco are united under the SUZOHAPP Company. SUZOHAPP’s more than 1,100 employees operate in 19 countries and its dealer network covers more than 100 countries. More information is available at www.suzohapp.com. SUZOHAPP is owned by affiliates of ACON Investments, L.L.C., a Washington, D.C.-based international private equity investment firm that has responsibility for managing approximately $5.5 billion of capital. For more information, visit www.aconinvestments.com.
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